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Abstract: The present paper theoretically demonstrates tunable Goos–Hänchen (GH) shift
and beam splitting of the polarized light reflected from the cavity containing the double
ladder energy level system. Simultaneously opposite GH shifts for left-circularly polarized
(LCP) and right-circularly polarized (RCP) beams can be achieved under asymmetric field
conditions. By adjusting the intensity (Rabi frequency) of probe or drive field, the GH shifts of
LCP and RCP probe beams are manipulated at the same time. We also discuss the effects
of probe field frequency detuning on GH shifts and identify the parameters region to obtain
a large separate distance (∼320 μm) between LCP and RCP probe beams.

Index Terms: Goos–Hänchen shift, Double ladder energy level system, Beam splitting.

1. Introduction
When a light beam is incident on the interface of two different dielectric media, the centroid of
totally reflected light beam undergoes a longitude shift that deviated from the position predicted
by geometrical reflection. This interesting phenomenon was known as Goos-Hänchen (GH) effect
which has been experimentally verified by Goos and Hänchen in 1947 and the longitude shift was
called GH shift [1]. The GH effect was theoretically explained by stationary phase method and energy
flux method [2]–[3]. On the basis of these pioneer works, the GH effect was extensively investigated
due to its potential applications in various fields involving optical sensors [4]–[7], acoustics [8],
plasma physics [9]–[10] and quantum mechanics [11]–[13].

In general, the magnitude of the reflected GH shift is only several times of wavelengths, which is
rather difficult to be observed and measured in the experiment. Various structures and materials
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of a weak probe beam incident upon the cavity containing double ladder energy
level system, the probe beam is reflected back with a longitude shift (SGH) and a transverse shift (SIF).
(b) Energy level structure of the intracavity medium.

were studied to enhance the magnitude of the GH shift [14]–[17]. Large positive GH shifts can
be obtained through multilayered and periodic structures [18]–[20], waveguide structures [21]–[22]
and artificial materials [23]–[25]. Moreover, negative GH shifts were demonstrated when the light
beam was reflected from slab configurations containing absorptive dielectric medium [26]–[27] and
left-handed materials [28]. It is noticeable that the GH shifts also depend on the polarization state
of the light beam since the reflection coefficient is different for TE and TM polarized beams under
same conditions [27]–[30]. Simultaneously opposite GH shifts for reflected TE and TM polarized
beams were proved in theory and experiments by using asymmetric double-prism configuration,
metal-cladding waveguide and single negative materials [30]–[32]. The beam splitting based on
opposite GH shifts cannot be controlled in a fixed configuration which is inconvenient for a tunable
optical device.

Besides elevating the magnitude of the GH shift, modulation of the GH shift in a large range
is another significant development. Without changing the structure of the configuration, various
medium (for example: atom gas, quantum well and carbon nanotube quantum dot) with different
energy level structures were injected into a cavity to manipulate the GH shifts by only adjusting
external parameters [33]–[45]. Due to the modification of the absorption-dispersion relation of the
intracavity medium using coherent driving field, the GH shifts were controlled through a cavity
containing a two-level atomic system [33]. Afterwards, Ziauddin et al. reported control of the GH
shift for the beam reflected from the cavity containing three- and four-level atomic medium [34]. The
reflected positive and negative GH shifts correspond to subluminal and superluminal propagation of
the probe beam respectively [34]. Simultaneously positive and negative GH shifts in reflected and
transmitted beams were achieved due to the Rydberg state of the intracavity medium [45]. However,
controllable and concurrently opposite GH shifts in only the reflected beams is not reported in such
a cavity configuration, the related application is undeveloped as well.

In this paper, large and tunable positive and negative GH shifts can be simultaneously achieved
through the cavity containing a double ladder energy level system. The emergence of such phe-
nomenon is due to the realization of concurrently subluminal and superluminal propagation in
intracavity medium. The behavior of GH shifts for reflected LCP and RCP beams are easily manip-
ulated at the same time via adjusting probe or drive field. The distance of the beam splitting can be
upgrade to hundreds of micrometers.

2. Model and Atomic Dynamics
As depicted in Fig. 1a, the cavity configuration contains a double ladder energy level system
(ε2 = 1 + χ) bounded by two identical nonmagnetic dielectric slabs (ε1). The thickness of the slab
and the atomic medium is d1 and d2 respectively. The probe beam E p with angular frequency ωp
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incident from vacuum (ε0 = 1) upon the cavity at an incident angle θ and is reflected back with a
longitude shift (SGH). The transverse shift corresponds to the Imbert–Fedorov shift (SIF) which has
been widely investigated in previous works [47]–[49]. Generally, the reflection coefficient r TE /TM of
the cavity can be obtained through transfer matrix approach. For the j-th layer, the transfer matrix is

M j
(
ky , ωp , dj

) =
(

cos
[
kj

zdj
]

i si n
[
kj

zdj
]
/qj

i qj si n
[
kj

zdj
]

cos
[
kj

zdj
]

)

(1)

where kj
z = √

εj k2 − k2si n 2θ is the z component of the wave number in j-th layer, k = ωp /c is the
wave number and the c is the speed of light in vacuum, qj = √

εj − si n 2θ is TE polarized beam
and qj = 1

εj

√
εj − si n 2θ is TM polarized beam in j-th layer [27], [33]. The total transfer matrix can be

expressed as

Q
(
ky , ωp

) = M 1
(
ky , ωp , d1

)
M 2

(
ky , ωp , d2

)
M 3

(
ky , ωp , d1

)
. (2)

The reflection coefficients r TE /TM is given by

r TE /TM (θ) = cos θ (Q 22 − Q 11) − (
cos2 θ Q 12 − Q 21

)

cos θ (Q 22 + Q 11) − (
cos2 θ Q 12 + Q 21

) (3)

Qij is the elements of the total matrix Q (ky, ωp ) [33]–[34]. In order to modify the reflection coefficient
of the cavity, it is necessary to analyze the dielectric function of the double ladder energy level
system.

The energy level structure could be realized using cesium atoms [46], [50], [51]. As Fig. 1b shown,
it contains a ground state level |b〉(62S1/2) and an excited state level |c〉(81S1/2), the intermediate
states |a〉 and |a′〉(62P3/2) are degenerate Zeeman states with mj = ±1. For a linearly polarized
probe beam E p , the LCP(σ−) and RCP (σ+) components have the same frequency and they
simultaneously couple the transitions |b〉 ↔ |a′〉 and |b〉 ↔ |a〉 [50]–[52], �p − and �p + are the Rabi
frequencies of the probe fields. The strong driving fields with Rabi frequencies �d− and �d+ are
vertically incident on the cavity and couple the transitions |a〉 ↔ |c〉 and |a′〉 ↔ |c〉 homogeneously
as shown in Fig. 1, the frequency detuning of the probe and drive field are δ and 	 respectively.
The decay rates of the transition |c〉 → |a〉, |a′〉 and |a〉, |a′〉 → |b〉 are 2
a,a′ and 2γa,a′ .

In the interaction picture, under rotating wave and electric dipole approximation, the total Hamil-
tonian of the atomic system is

H = H 0 + H I (4)

where the free Hamiltonian H 0 and the interaction Hamiltonian H I are expressed as

H 0 = �
(
ωa |a〉 〈a| + ωa′

∣∣a′〉 〈a′∣∣+ ωc |c〉 〈c|) (5)

H I = −�
[(

�d+ |c〉 〈a| + �d− |c〉 〈a′∣∣) e−iωd t + (
�p + |a〉 〈b| + �p −

∣
∣a′〉 〈b|) e−iωp t + H .c.

]
(6)

ωp and ωd are the frequencies of the probe and drive fields respectively. The atomic dynamic
equation of the atomic medium is given by the density matrix equation

∂ρ

∂t
= − i

�
[H 0 + H I , ρ] −

∑

i=a,a′

(

i { |c〉 〈c| , ρ}+ + γi { |i 〉 〈i | , ρ}+ − 2
i ρcc |i 〉 〈i | − 2γi ρcc |b〉 〈b|) (7)

here {}+ is the anticommutators of the operators. For simplicity, we assume the Rabi frequencies
|�d±|2 	 |�p ±|2 and the decay rates 2
 = 2
i (i = a, a′), 2γ = 2γi (i = a, a′) [50], [51]. According to
the relation P± = N ℘ρ±, the susceptibilities χ± for LCP and RCP probe beams are given by

χ± = iη
�p ± D

[
�p ±

(|�d±|2 + (γ + iδ) (2
 + i (	 + δ))
)− �p ∓�∗

d∓�d±
]

(8)

D = (γ + iδ)
[|�d+|2 + |�d−|2 + (γ + iδ) (2
 + i (	 + δ))

]
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where η is N ℘2/�ε, P is the atomic polarization, N is the number density of atom vapor and ℘

represents the dipole moment of the transition |b〉 ↔ |a〉(|a′〉). Here, χ± = Re(χ±) + i · Im(χ±), the
real part Re (χ±) is corresponding to the dispersion while the imaginary part Im (χ±) is corresponding
to the gain or loss. The dispersion behavior of the whole configuration depends on the intracavity
medium and the nonmagnetic slabs [34]. Group index of the cavity N r

g are expressed as

N r
g = c

vr
g

= c
L

∂ϕr

∂ωp
(9)

L = 2d1 + d2 denotes the thickness of the whole configuration. It can be seen from Eq. (9) the group
index of the configuration depends on the thickness of the whole configuration and the derivative
of the reflected probe beams phase ϕr with respect to the probe light field frequency ωp .

The expressions for reflected GH shift are achieved based on numerical simulation and stationary
phase theory. As Fig. 1a demonstrated, on the plane z = 0, the GH shift is defined as 〈x r〉 − 〈x i〉, 〈x i〉
and 〈x r〉 represents the x coordinates of the centroid of incident and reflected beams respectively
[42], [53], [54]. A well-collimated monochromatic beam with spatial Gaussian profile is considered
to incident on the cavity configuration. The vector electric field Ei/r(r) of incident and reflected beams
can be written in terms of their vector angular spectrum [42], [53]

Ei/r (r ) = 1
2π

∫∫
Ai/r

(
kx , ky

)
exp (ik · r) dkx dky (10)

where Ai/r(kx, ky) = (Ai/rx, Ai/ry, Ai/rz)T refers to the vector amplitude of the angular spectrum, kx

and ky is the x and y component of the wave number k, T means transpose. For an arbitrarily
polarized incident beam, the electric fields of the light beams are divided into TE and TM polarized
components for calculation, the vector angular spectrum are

Ai
(
kx , ky

) = cTE

⎛

⎝
si n φ

−cos φ

0

⎞

⎠ A G + cTM

⎛

⎝
−cos θ cos φ

−cos θ si n φ

si n θ

⎞

⎠ A G (11)

Ar
(
kx , ky

) = cTE · r TE (θ)

⎛

⎝
si n φ

−cos φ

0

⎞

⎠ A G + cTM · r TM (θ)

⎛

⎝
cos θ cos φ

cos θ si n φ

si n θ

⎞

⎠ A G (12)

cTE and cTM give a description of polarization state of the beam and satisfy the normalization
condition |cTE |2 + |cTM |2 = 1 [42], [53]. For linearly polarized light, cTE = 1 and cTM = 0. While for
circularly polarized light beam, cTE = 1/

√
2 and cTM = i/

√
2 correspond to the LCP component,

cTE = 1/
√

2 and cTM = −i/
√

2 correspond to the RCP component [42]. The Gaussian function
defined the spatial profile of the incident light beam is represented by

A G =
√

Wx Wy

π
exp

[

−W2
x(kx − kx0)2

2

]

exp

[

−W2
y

(
ky − ky0

)2

2

]

(13)

where Wx = W/cos θ, Wy = W , W is the half-width of the beam waist, the initial angular spectrum
distribution is considered to be sharply distributed around the principle axis (kx0, ky0) = (k si nθ, 0)
[42], [53]. The x coordinates of the centroid of the incident and reflected beams are

〈
x i/r
〉 =

∫∫
ψ∗

i/r · x · ψi/r dxdy
∫∫
ψ∗

i/r · ψi/r dxdy
(14)

ψi/r is the vector electric field on the plane z = 0. For an incident probe beam with sufficiently large
width (i.e., narrow angular spectrum), according to the stationary phase theory, the GH shift of the
reflected beam also can be estimated as STE /TM

G H = −(λ/2π)(dϕ
TE /TM
r /dθ) [42], [54], ϕ

TE /TM
r is the

phase of the refletion coefficient r TE /TM (θ). The expression of the reflected GH shift is obtained by
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summing the weighted contributions of TE and TM polarized components

〈xr 〉 − 〈x i 〉 ≈ SG H =
∣∣cTE r TE (θ)

∣∣2STE
G H + ∣∣cTM r TM (θ)

∣∣2STM
G H

∣∣cTE r TE (θ)
∣∣2 + ∣∣cTM r TM (θ)

∣∣2
(15)

here, STE
G H and STM

G H represent the GH shifts of TE and TM polarized components respectively [42],
[53], [54]. The approximation in Eq. (15) is valid when the reflected beam is not greatly distorted
[42], [54].

3. Results and Discussions
In this section, we analyze the behavior of the GH shift for reflected probe beam, both of the sym-
metric and asymmetric cases of the double ladder energy level system are discussed. Parameters
including the drive fields intensities, probe fields intensities and probe field frequency detuning
are employed to adjust the susceptibilities of atomic medium, thus, the reflected GH shifts are
controlled.

In the following, we set d1 = 0.1 μm , d2 = 5 μm , ε1 = 2.22 throughout this paper unless specified.
The probe fields are assumed to be resonant with the transition 62S1/2 ↔ 62P3/2 at wavelength
852.2nm, while the drive fields are resonant with the transition 62P3/2 ↔ 81S1/2 at wavelength
794.3nm [51], [55]. The decay rates from 81S1/2 → 62P3/2 and from 62P3/2 → 62S1/2 is 2π ×
1.7 MHz and 2π × 5.2 MHz respectively [51], [55].

All of the probe fields and drive fields are set to be nonzero, dual ladder electromagnetically-
induced-transparency (EIT) configuration of the double ladder energy level is established, which
can be interpreted by the creation of dark state between |b〉 and |c〉 as shown in Fig. 1b [51]. The
dark state created by probe field �p + and drive field �d− is perturbed owing to the presence of
drive field �d+, which further increases the absorption of the probe field �p +. The population is
pumped to the excited state |c〉 via the drive field �d−, transferred to the state |a’〉 owing to the
stimulated emission via the drive field �d+ [51]. Thus, gain is achieved in the probe field �p − due
to the three photon process �∗

d+�d−�p + via the transition |b〉 → |a〉 → |c〉 → |a′〉. Meanwhile, the
dark state created by probe field �p − and drive field �d+ is also perturbed by the drive field �d−,
similar three photon process �∗

d−�d+�p − occurs through the transition |b〉 → |a′〉 → |c〉 → |a〉. In a
word, gain and loss properties of the probe beams are tunable, determined by the combination of
the ladder-EIT and the three photon process [46].

3.1 Symmetric Case

We first discuss the symmetric case of the double ladder energy level system i.e., �p + = �p −,
�d+ = �d−. In Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b, the absorption and dispersion behavior of the probe beams
are plotted as a function of the probe field detuning δ with �p ± = 0.1γ, �d± = 5γ. The ladder-EIT
configuration created via �p +/�d− is equivalent with that created via �p −/�d+. Moreover, the three-
photon process �∗

d−�d+�p − and �∗
d+�d−�p + are the same, the energy transfer via |b〉 → |a′〉 →

|c〉 → |a〉 and |b〉 → |a〉 → |c〉 → |a′〉 are equal. Thus, the absorption and dispersion behavior of the
two probe beams are identical i.e., χ+ = χ−.

In Fig. 2c, the behavior of GH shifts for reflected LCP and RCP probe beams are plotted as
a function of the incident angles θ based on Eq. (15) with δ = 0. The GH shifts are enhanced in
negative direction when the resonant conditions of the cavity are satisfied. The curves of GH shifts
for the two probe beams are coincide with each other, the GH shifts behavior of reflected LCP
and RCP probe beams are identical. Fig. 2d demonstrates the reflection model for symmetric case
of the atomic medium, a linearly polarized light beam is incident on the cavity and reflected with
negative GH shifts when the resonant conditions of the cavity are satisfied. It can be seen from
Fig. 2c and Fig. 2d that beam splitting based on simultaneously opposite GH shifts for LCP and
RCP probe beams cannot be achieved in symmetric case of the double ladder energy level system.
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Fig. 2. (a)-(b) Dependence of the imaginary Im(χ±) and real Re(χ±) susceptibilities on probe detuning
δ for symmetric case. (c) The GH shifts of the probe beams as a function of the incident angles θ for
symmetric case with δ = 0. In all of the figures, the red dashed and black solid lines correspond to
the LCP and RCP probe beams. The selected parameters are N = 1 × 1011/cm3, ℘ = 2.685 × 10−29

C�m, the intensities of the drive and probe fields are �d± = 5γ, �p ± = 0.1γ. (d) The reflection model
of the symmetric case.

Fig. 3. (a)-(b), (e)-(f): Dependence of the susceptibilities on probe detuning δ for drive asymmetric cases.
(c), (g): The GH shifts of the probe beams as a function of the incident angles θ for drive asymmetric
cases with δ = 0. (d), (h): the reflection model for drive asymmetric cases. In all of the figures, the red
dashed and black solid lines correspond to the LCP and RCP probe beams. Here, �p + = �p − = 0.1γ,
�d+ = 5γ, for (a)-(d) �d− = 3.5γ, for (e)-(h) �d−= = 6.5γ, other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.

3.2 Asymmetric Case

In this section, we discuss the asymmetric case of the double-ladder energy level system, including
the case of drive field asymmetry (�p + = �p −,�d+ �= �d−) and probe field asymmetry (�d+ =
�d−,�p + �= �p −). In Fig. 3a, the imaginary parts of the susceptibilities are plotted as a function of the
probe field detuning δ with �p ± = 0.1γ, �d+ = 5γ and �d− = 3.5γ. As �d+ > �d−, the combination
of ladder-EIT and three-photon process �∗

d+�d−�p + lead to net gain for LCP probe beam that is
associated with loss of RCP probe beam (in the region δ ∼ 0). In Fig. 3b, on the basis of Kramers-
Kronig relation, the coexistence of gain and loss implies that normal and anomalous dispersion could
be simultaneously generated for the two probe beams in the region δ ∼ 0. Therefore, concurrently
subluminal and superluminal wave propagation are realized in the intracavity medium. Fig. 3c
demonstrates the behavior of the GH shifts as a function of the incident angles θ, large positive
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Fig. 4. (a)-(b), (e)-(f): Dependence of the susceptibilities on probe detuning δ for probe asymmetric
cases. (c), (g): The GH shifts of the probe beams as a function of the incident angles θ for probe
asymmetric cases with δ = 0. (d), (h): the reflection model for probe asymmetric cases. In all of the
figures, the red dashed and black solid lines correspond to the LCP and RCP probe beams. Here,
�d+ = �d− = 5γ, �p + = 0.1γ, for (a)-(d) �p − = 0.05γ, for (e)-(h) �p − = 0.15γ, other parameters are
the same as in Fig. 2.

and negative GH shifts are simultaneously achieved when the resonant condition of the cavity
are satisfied. The GH shift of the LCP and RCP beam is positive and negative respectively. As
depicted in Fig. 3d, a linearly polarized probe beam is incident on the cavity, the LCP and RCP
beams are reflected with opposite GH shifts at the same time. In Fig. 3a–Fig. 3d, positive and
negative GH shifts correspond to the subluminal and superluminal propagation of the probe beams
respectively. The physical mechanism of the result can be explained through the group index of the
configuration. According to the Eq. (9), the group index of the reflected probe beams is positive
(negative) whenever the GH shifts is positive (negative) [34].

The intensity of the drive field �d− is adjusted from 3.5γ to 6.5γ, keeping the rest of the parameters
unchanged. Compared with the case in Fig. 3a, gain and loss properties of the probe beams are
modified when the intensity of �d− is larger than �d+, the LCP beam experiences loss, while the
RCP beam experiences gain in the region δ ∼ 0 as shown in Fig. 3e. Both normal and anomalous
dispersion of the probe beams reappear simultaneously as shown in Fig. 3f, opposite to the case in
Fig. 3b. As Fig. 3g demonstrated, the GH shift of LCP probe beam is negative and the RCP probe
beam suffers positive GH shift, the corresponding model is depicted in Fig. 3h. By only manipulating
the intensity of drive field to control the absorption-dispersion relations, the GH shift can be switched
from positive (negative) to negative (positive) for orthogonal circularly polarized light beams in such
a fixed cavity configuration.

Next, we turn to discuss the case of probe asymmetry, the incident light beam is elliptically
polarized. Probe absorption and dispersion curves for reflected probe beams are plotted in Fig. 4a
and Fig. 4b. In the region δ ∼ 0, net gain is achieved in LCP probe field �p − owing to the absorption
of �p + through the three-photon process �∗

d+�d−�p +. The GH shift of LCP beam is positive owing
to the subluminal wave propagation, while the RCP beam suffers negative GH shift owing to the
superluminal wave propagation as shown in Fig. 4c. The result is similar to the case shown in
Fig. 3c.

In Fig. 4e–Fig. 4g, the intensity of �p − is adjusted from 0.05γ to 0.15γ while maintaining the
other parameters unchanged, the susceptibilities demonstrate similar characteristics with the case
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Fig. 5. (a). The behavior of GH shifts versus the intensities of drive fields �d− with different values of
�d+: red line − 4γ, black line − 5γ, <ieqn>blue line − 6γ, �p+=�p−=0.1γ</ieqn>. (b). The behavior
of GH shifts versus the intensities of probe fields �p − with different values of �p +: red line − 0.1γ,
black line − 0.2γ, blue line − 0.3γ, �d+ = �d− = 5γ. The incident angle is θ = 52.37◦, other parameters
are same as in Fig. 2. (c)-(d), separate distance [SGH(R)-SGH(L)] versus (c). drive fields with red line −
4γ, black line − 5γ, blue line − 6γ and (d). probe fields with red line − 0.1γ, black line − 0.2γ, blue line −
0.3γ.

shown in Fig. 3e–Fig. 3f, LCP and RCP beams experience gain and loss respectively. The behavior
of GH shifts are plotted in Fig. 4g, compared with the case in Fig. 4c, the GH shift of the LCP beam
is switched from positive to negative, while the GH shift of RCP beam is switched from negative to
positive at the same time. Fig. 4d and 4h shows the reflection model for probe asymmetric case of
the atomic medium. These results indicate that the behavior of the GH shifts also can be tuned by
adjusting the intensity of the probe field.

3.3 Dependence of the GH Shifts on Drive and Probe Field Intensities

Based on the above discussions, it is worthwhile to study the dependence of GH shifts on intensities
of the probe and drive fields. Fig. 5a demonstrates the GH shifts as a function of the intensities
of the drive fields (�d−) with different �d+. The GH shifts versus the intensities of the probe fields
(�p −) with different �p + are depicted in Fig. 5b. The incident angle is fixed at θ = 52.37◦ when a
large separate distance between LCP and RCP probe beams could be achieved based on Fig. 3
and Fig. 4. The probe field detuning is fixed at δ = 0.

For RCP probe beam, with increase of the intensities of drive (�d−) or probe fields (�p −), the GH
shift is enhanced to the maximal values in negative direction, decreased to 0 and switched from
negative to positive at the critical points [Fig. 5a:4γ → 4.15γ, 5γ → 5.11γ, 6γ → 6.07γ, Fig. 5b:
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Fig. 6. The dependence of the GH shifts as a function of the probe detuning δ at incident angle θ = 52.37◦
with (a). different intensities of drive fields �d− ranging from 3γ to 7γ, the selected parameters are:
�p + = �p − = 0.1γ, �d+ = 5γ (b) different intensities of probe fields �p − ranging from 0.06γ to 0.14γ,
the selected parameters are: �d+ = �d− = 5γ, �p + = 0.1γ.

0.1γ → 0.102γ, 0.2γ → 0.204γ, 0.3γ → 0.307γ], reaches towards the peak value in positive direc-
tion as shown in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b. For LCP probe beam, with the increase of the intensities of
drive (�d−) or probe fields (�p −), the GH shift is enhanced in positive direction, decreased from
the maximal value to 0 and switched to negative direction at critical point [Fig. 5a: 4γ → 3.82γ,
5γ → 4.87γ, 6γ → 5.91γ, Fig. 5b: 0.1γ → 0.097γ, 0.2γ → 0.195γ, 0.3γ → 0.294γ], promoted to
the peak value in negative direction. As depicted in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b, the behavior of GH shifts for
LCP and RCP beams are manipulated at the same time by adjusting the intensities of the applied
fields. Opposite GH shifts are simultaneously achieved for LCP and RCP beams with �d+ �= �d− or
�p + �= �p −, which implies the separation of the reflected LCP and RCP probe beams. In a narrow
region around �d+ = �d− (Fig. 5a) and �p + = �p − (Fig. 5b), the combination of ladder-EIT and
three photon process in atomic medium lead to loss in both LCP and RCP probe beams, negative
GH shifts of orthogonal circularly polarized beams are achieved owing to the superluminal prop-
agation. In Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d, the separate distance ([SGH(R)-SGH(L)]) are plotted as a function
of drive (�d−) and probe (�p −) field intensities. The values of [SGH(R)-SGH(L)] are switched from
negative to positive at the critical points �d+ = �d− (Fig. 5c) or �p + = �p − (Fig. 5d). Moreover, for
a certain value of �d+(�p +) in Fig. 5a (Fig. 5b), positive and negative GH shifts are simultaneously
enhanced which further lead to increase the separate distances as shown in Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d,
the maximal value can be reached to 272.7μm when the intensity of the applied fields are adjusted.
Thus, the scheme could be employed as a tunable beam splitter for orthogonal circularly polarized
light beams [56].

3.4 The Effect of Probe Field Frequency Detuning on the Separate Distance

The effect of probe field frequency detuning δ on the separate distance is also a significant issue
to be considered. The values of [SGH(R)–SGH(L)] versus the probe field frequency detuning δ

with different drive and probe fields are shown in Fig. 6. As the probe field frequency detuning
dramatically modified the susceptibilities of double ladder energy level system, the behavior of GH
shifts are manipulated result from the modification of the resonant condition of the cavity [33], In
Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b, nonzero separate distance could be achieved in the region −10γ < δ < 10γ,
since the difference between χ− and χ+ lead to different values of GH shifts for LCP and RCP probe
beams.

As Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b shown, both LCP and RCP beams experience loss (as shown in Fig. 3–
Fig. 4) in the region |4γ| < δ < |10γ|, the GH shifts for both LCP and RCP beams are negative based
on the above discussions, relatively small separate distance is obtained. While in the region δ <

|4γ|, both gain and loss are generated at the same time for LCP and RCP probe beams (as shown
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Fig. 7. Plot of normalized intensity profiles of incident linearly polarized light beam (black solid lines)
and reflected LCP (red dashed lines) and RCP (blue solid lines) light beams. In all of the figures �p + =
�p − = 0.1γ, �d+ = 5γ, (a) W = 100λp �d− = 2.5γ, (b) W = 100λp �d− = 7.5γ, (c) W = 500λp �d− =
2.5γ, (d) W = 500λp �d− = 7.5γ, θ = 30◦, the rest of parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.

in Fig. 3–Fig. 4). Subluminal and superluminal wave propagation are simultaneously realized which
lead to opposite GH shifts for LCP and RCP probe beams. The separate distance is enhanced
and the largest value can be reached to 320μm (absolute value) when the probe field detuning is
adjusted (δ = −0.8γ). Moreover, both drive and probe fields can be employed to further manipulate
the separate distance.

3.5 Beam Simulation

In the above calculations and discussions, we have demonstrated tunable and simultaneously
opposite GH shifts for reflected LCP and RCP probe beams based on stationary phase theory. In
order to give an intuitive understanding and verify the theoretically analysis, numerical simulations
are performed based on Eq. (10)-(13) following the Ref. [42], [53]. A well-collimated beam with
spatial Gaussian profile is considered to incident on the cavity. The waist of the incident beam is
W = 100λp and 500λp , the incident angle is fixed at θ = 30°. The normalized intensity profiles of the
incident and reflected probe beams are shown in Fig. 7 for four cases (a) W = 100λp , �d− = 2.5γ,
(b) W = 100λp , �d− = 7.5γ, (c) W = 500λp , �d− = 2.5γ, (d) W = 500λp , �d− = 7.5γ. The black
solid lines refer to the incident beams (linearly polarized), whereas the red dashed and blue solid
lines refer to the LCP and RCP probe beams respectively. It is shown in Fig. 7a–Fig. 7d that
opposite GH shifts are simultaneously achieved for LCP and RCP probe beams. In Fig. 7a, the
GH shift for LCP and RCP probe beam is positive and negative respectively with �d− = 2.5γ, while
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the GH shift is switched from positive (negative) to negative (positive) for LCP (RCP) probe beams
with �d− = 7.5γ. The GH shifts are manipulated via only adjusting the drive field. For the case of
W = 500λp , the result is still valid as shown in Fig. 7c and Fig. 7d. However, compared with the
shape of the incident beam, the reflected probe beams are distorted owing to the effects of waist
in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b [33], [36], [57]. While in Fig. 7c and Fig. 7d, the shape of the reflected probe
beams are nearly the same as the original shape of the incident Gaussian beam with a larger beam
waist W = 500λp .

The above results have demonstrated the polarized beam splitting based on opposite GH shifts,
related parameters were also used to control the separate distance. In experiment, the three
photon based gain process and the cross talk effect between the two probe beams have been
verified using cesium atomic vapor cell [50], [51]. The power of both probe and drive beams can be
easily controlled by adjusting a half-wave plate before a polarizer, the polarization state are tuned
employing the rotating polarizer and a quarter-wave plate [50], [51]. In addition, the double ladder
energy level structure also can be realized in solid state systems (GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells),
the susceptibilities were easily controlled through the relative phase of the applied field and exciton
spin relaxation, then the GH shifts are controlled [37].

4. Conclusions
In summary, we have theoretically investigated the behavior of the GH shifts for LCP and RCP
probe beams reflected from the cavity containing double ladder energy level system. For symmetric
case of the double ladder energy level system, the behavior of GH shifts for reflected LCP and RCP
probe beams are identical. It is found that the LCP and RCP probe beams experiences opposite GH
shifts at the same time, which is due to the realization of concurrently subluminal and superluminal
propagation with asymmetric probe or drive fields cases. In addition, the behavior of the GH shifts for
LCP and RCP probe beams are simultaneously manipulated by only adjusting the intensity of probe
or drive fields. The dependence of the beam splitting on probe field detuning was discussed, the
analysis demonstrated the parameters region to achieve a large separate distance (a maximal value
of 320 μm can be achieved). The configuration proposed in this paper has potential applications in
tunable beam splitter for circularly polarized lights.
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